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Would you be interested in
visiting a school in your
district and meeting with
local educators?

On school finance, do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on school finance?

Anything you want to add on
school finance?

On co-location of services, do
you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on co-location of
services?

Anything you want to add on
co-location of services?
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YES

Agree

YES

I grew up and continue to live in an Act 60 "Gold Town".  Ludlow sends $20
million to the state education fund but in two years the high school will close
because of our declining resident population.  School finance is an area where I
believe we can make changes that will benefit my district and I think it starts with
a tax structure that is fair and more progressive.  It's hard to be poor here, but a
fully income-based system would fix a lot of the struggles I see in my district.

Agree

YES

Schools are the focal point of our communities and I do support co-location of
services when it is economical.  They have a lot of the resources necessary to
do this type of work already and so in some cases I think it will make sense, but I
also worry about adding more to the workload of existing staff and contributing
more to the increasing local school budgets without showing the benefits and
efficiency savings that those expenses are creating.  So I think such measures to
need to be balanced with local control, allowing school districts to opt-in to
having there schools provide these services will create more opportunities to
engage the public in information sessions about the increasing budget and how
that increasing budget is producing long-term savings, as well as the services
that could be offered that may benefit them.



On student and staff safety,
do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on student and
staff safety?

Anything you want to add on
student and staff safety?

On paraeducators do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on paraeducators?

Anything you want to add on
paraeducators?

On public funded and
provided Pre-K, do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on public funded
and provided Pre-K?

Agree

YES

Teachers and staff work for the residents of their respective towns, so it is our
responsibility to make sure our employees have the training they need to do their
jobs.  This means keeping up with new research to make sure we are taking the
necessary steps to teach at the highest levels that we can.  This means creating
environments that provide the best and safest opportunities for all students.

Agree

YES

This gets to an issue that is a theme throughout my approach to various issues
in my campaign.  I have been a member of the Ludlow Selectboard since 2014
and in that time I have clashed multiple times with decisions that are made at the
state-level that should have more respect for the opinions of people at the local-
level.  I have not been a member of my local School Board and defer to their
better judgment and knowledge in school issues.  Those boards in each
community are more familiar the inner-workings of their respective schools and
they know what they do and don't need.  I think we need give schools and school
boards more leniency to make these decisions for themselves with the
appropriate input from their town every budget vote.

Don't Know

YES



 Anything you want to add on
public funded and provided
Pre-K?

On health care costs, do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on health care
costs?

Anything you want to add on
health care costs?

On the right to strike, do you:

Anything you want to add on
the right to strike?

On retirement security for
teachers, do you:

Anything you want to add on
retirement security for
teachers?

This topic gets back to similar themes as my answers to Q2 and Q4, and also a
very important issue for my campaign which is access to affordable child care. I
do agree with the general principle that expanding access to universal Pre-K is
important and I would go one step further by saying that because of Vermont's
constitutional obligation to provide students with equal educational opportunities
it may someday be required.  However, where I am "not sure" is while I think the
funding mechanisms should be improved and available to all districts I also think
these decisions should be made at the local level.  I worry about increasing the
workload of our schools and their staff and think it is important that such
increases on our school budgets be coupled with adequate information sessions
and community input to ensure the community knows what is being proposed. 
Increasing Pre-K opportunities also affects the child care system in that area
which will have to adjust to less children during Pre-K times and given the
already scarce supply of affordable child care providers in the state I think it is
important that impact is understood and addressed in any proposal.  I grew up
with and often assist my mother with her home daycare so I am acutely aware of
how hard it is to have a home daycare in the state right now.  I know from
experience in her daycare or others she communicates with that she already
provides a lot of educational value people normally associate with Pre-K
programs and I think that should be more acknowledged and incentivized for all
home daycares.
That being said, these challenges being understood and considered I would be
excited to propose legislation in Montpelier that takes all of this into account.

Agree

YES

This is an important issue across my campaign and one of the five core issues I
hope to address in my time in Montpelier when I make it there.  Access to health
care is literally a matter of life and death.  In the past we have passed universal
heath care in Vermont but have never been able implement it.  I think that in
practice it is something we too often expect Washington to fix for us and maybe
someday Washington will, but in the meantime I think it is long past time we fix it
for ourselves.  The economic benefits are proven in every study that researches
it.  No one should go broke because they get sick, no one should have to choose
between going to the doctor and putting food on their table, and the fact that
those decisions are being made every day in this state is disgusting.

Agree

Support for unions and the right to strike is an important issue for me and in my
opinion leads to fair pay for all workers.

Agree

Retirement security and allowing our teachers to retire and live with dignity is
obvious.  My grandmother was a teacher for thirty years right here in Ludlow,
and my aunt (her daughter) continues that tradition today in her 31st year as a
teacher.  I have seen firsthand how dedicated teachers are to their students and
know that guaranteeing their retirement security is the least we can do to pay
them back for their service to our communities.



On good cause employment,
do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on good cause
employment?

Anything you want to add on
good cause employment?

Don't Know

NO

I don't know enough about the other side of this issue to be able to comment too
much but I will be researching it now.  In my experience it seems like employees
do have a lot of protections in place so I am interested to know more about
situations where this type of legislation would have fixed a problem.  I am a
strong supporter of reason and progress.  If you can show me peer-reviewed
research that a legislative approach will have a long-term positive result I will be
interested and research that legislation.
That being said with the number of bills that never make it out of committee each
legislative session it is important to prioritize legislation that will have the greatest
impact and fix problems that will improve the lives of the most people in our
state.


